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First-principles study of the polar O-terminate
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I. INTRODUCTION

To understand the structure, composition, and stability o
polar surfaces on a solid theoretical basis is one of the cha
lenging problems in surface science.1 The most interesting
polar surfaces are so called ‘‘Tasker-type~3!’’ surfaces2

which are formed by alternating layers of oppositely charge
ions. Assuming a purely ionic model3 in which all ions are in
their formal bulk oxidation state, such a stacking sequenc
creates a dipole moment perpendicular to the surfaces whi
diverges with slab thickness, and with simple electrostat
arguments it can be shown that the surface energy will d
verge with sample size.2 To quench the dipole moment and to
make the polar surfaces stable, a redistribution of charges
the surface layers has to take place.5 For various polar sur-
faces different mechanisms to accomplish the charge com
pensation have been observed,6 however, in many cases the
underlying stabilization mechanism is very controversially
discussed in the literature.

One of the most widely investigated examples of Taske
type~3! polar surfaces are the two basal planes of ZnO: th
O-terminated~0001̄!-O and the Zn-terminated~0001!-Zn sur-
face. The two surfaces are the terminating planes of a stac
ing sequence of hexagonal Zn and O layers along the cry
tallographicc axis with alternating distances ofR150.61 Å
andR251.99 Å. In this case, as can be easily shown,1,7 the
polar ZnO surfaces are only stable if the O-terminated face
less negative and the Zn-terminated surface layer less po
tively charged compared to the formal bulk oxidation stat
by a factor ofR1 /(R11R2)'1/4. In principle, three differ-
ent scenarios are conceivable to accomplish this charge
distribution: The ionic charge of the surface ions may b
reduced from62 to 63/2, which may be regarded as an
‘‘electron transfer’’ from the O- to the Zn-terminated surface
~Ia!. As a result, partially occupied surface bands will appea
with a 3/4 filled O-2p band at the~0001̄!-O and a 1/4 filled
Zn-4s band at the~0001!-Zn surface. This is often referred to
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th a thermodynamic formalism we calculate the relative
erminated~0001̄!-O surface of ZnO. Model surfaces with
drogen adatoms are considered. Assuming that the surfaces
s phase we determine a phase diagram of the lowest-
mperatures and pressures we find that hydrogen will be
erage of 1/2 monolayer. At high temperatures and low
ture with 1/4 of the surface oxygen atoms missing becomes
can only exist in an oxygen-rich environment with a very
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nd that the dissociative adsorption of molecular hydrogen
nts energetically very preferable, it is very unlikely that
d in experiment.
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as ‘‘intrinsic surface-state compensation’’5 or as ‘‘metaliza-
tion of the polar surfaces.’’8 However, whether a true metal-
lic state is present will depend on the dispersion of the par-
tially occupied bands. Additionally, in a second step, the
surface may reconstruct and undergo a distortion in which,
for example, for the O-terminated surface, four surface atoms
combine in such a way that an unoccupied 2p-band splits
from the other eleven occupied 2p-bands and the surface
becomes insulating again~Ib!. Second, the charge reduction
of the surface layers may take place by removing 1/4 of the
surface ions~II !. The so created vacancies may be ordered
and form a reconstruction or may be randomly distributed.
Finally, charged species may be adsorbed to reduce the for-
mal oxidation state of the surface ions~III !. For example,
water may dissociate and protons (H1) and hydroxyl groups
(OH2) adsorb on every second O and Zn surface ion,
respectively.9 All three scenarios represent idealizations of
the charge-compensation process. In general, any combina-
tions of the three mechanisms are conceivable, like the si-
multaneous formation of vacancies and partially filled bands,
as long as the charge-compensation rule is obeyed. The sur-
face structure finally realized for a specific polar surface will
be the one with the lowest surface energy.

For ZnO it was believed for a long time that both polar
surfaces exist in an unreconstructed, truncated-bulk-like
state. After standard preparation procedures both sur-
faces show regular (131) pattern in low-energy electron
diffraction ~LEED! ~Ref. 10! and other diffraction
experiments.8,11,12Some evidence for missing Zn ions on the
~0001!-Zn surface was found in gracing incidence x-ray dif-
fraction ~GIXD!,11 however, for the~0001̄!-O surface no evi-
dence for substantial amounts of surface oxygen vacancies
was detected in GIXD~Ref. 11! and low-energy alkali-ion
scattering~LEIS!.12

For ideal, truncated-bulk-like surface terminations only
mechanism~Ia! can explain the stability of the polar ZnO
surfaces. Consequently, in most theoretical first-principles
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